California State University, Chico • School of Education

Pathways to a Credential

For pre-credential advising visit Tehama 125, call (530) 898-4582, or email acnichols@csuchico.edu.

Single Subject Credential Programs
(Middle and high school teaching)

- Single Subject Credential
  Dr. Al Schademan
  Tehama 103
  (530) 898-4534

- Concurrent Single Subject & Education Specialist Credentials
  Robert Callahan
  Tehama 405
  (530) 898-5167

- Bilingual Single Subject Credential
  Dr. Esther Larocco
  Tehama 219
  (530) 898-4465

- RiSE Single Subject Credential & MA in Education
  Dr. Jennifer Oloff-Lewis
  Tehama 447
  (530) 898-5184

Multiple Subject Credential Programs
(Elementary school teaching)

- Multiple Subject Credential
  Linda Mobilio-Keeling
  Tehama 408
  (530) 898-5775

- Concurrent Multiple Subject & Education Specialist
  Robert Callahan
  Tehama 405
  (530) 898-5167

- Bilingual Multiple Subject Credential
  Dr. Esther Larocco
  Tehama 219
  (530) 898-4465

Education Specialist Credential Programs
(K-12 special education)

- Education Specialist Credential
  Dr. Michelle Cepello
  Tehama 411
  (530) 898-6281

- Concurrent Single Subject & Education Specialist Credentials
  Robert Callahan
  Tehama 405
  (530) 898-5167

- RiSE Education Specialist Credential & MA in Education
  Dr. Jennifer Oloff-Lewis
  Tehama 447
  (530) 898-5184

- Concurrent Multiple Subject & Education Specialist Credentials
  Robert Callahan
  Tehama 405
  (530) 898-5167

Please contact the CSU, Chico School of Education advisor for additional information regarding undergraduate and internship options.
Advising

Prerequisite Courses:
- Multiple Subject
- Bilingual Multiple Subject
- Concurrent Education Specialist & Multiple Subject
- Education Specialist - Mild/Moderate Disabilities
- RiSE Single Subject & MA in Education
- Single Subject
- Bilingual Single Subject
- Concurrent Education Specialist & Single Subject
- Education Specialist - Moderate/Severe Disabilities
- RiSE Education Specialist & MA in Education

Testing Requirements:
- CSET
- CBEST

Not sure which you need?
Not sure if you want to become a teacher?

Graduate School Application
(Apply by March 1 or October 1)

Credential Applications

Application Deadlines:
- March 1:
  - Bilingual
  - Concurrent
  - Education Specialist
  - Multiple Subject
  - RiSE-Single Subject
  - Single Subject
- October 1:
  - Education Specialist
  - Multiple Subject
  - RiSE-Education Specialist
  - Single Subject

Financial Aid

FAQs

Need help starting the process?

Need help starting the process?